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About This Game
Welcome to RADICAL HEIGHTS, a free *X-TREME Early Access* BATTLE ROYALE shooter. Partake in high-stakes
battle royale gunplay in a sunny SoCal dome as contestants drive-by on BMX bikes or stalk other contestants from the shadows
in search for weapons and prizes...but also CASH that you can bank - win or lose! Whether you spend that cash on righteous
customization in your personal prize room or pull it from an ATM to purchase weapons early in the next game -- building a
wealth of cash is as important as taking down the competition in this irreverent 80s-themed action game show where everyone
wants to be rich and famous!
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Title: Radical Heights
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Boss Key Productions
Publisher:
Boss Key Productions
Release Date: 10 Apr, 2018

7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K / FX-6300
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660 2GB, AMD Radeon 7870 2GB
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 6 GB available space
Additional Notes: Recommended specs for Low Quality settings in 1080p resolution.

English,French,German,Korean,Russian,Italian
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Very good Battle Royale game, with fun 80's atmosphere, sound \/ audio and great gameplay.
I love the coloration, the graphics are nice tho they could use a boost, especially in the optimisation departement.
Other than that this game is fun, frantic and enjoyable.
I have fun playing this in Duo with a friend in my friendlist and i hope to see a lot more for this game,
KEEP IN MIND : 5 months of developpement !!! This game has a lot of futur i am sure and Boss Key will add a lot more,
PLUS !!!!! ITS FREE TO PLAY, STOP BEING KIDS AND HATING
MY VIDEO : https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=W0Xf1ox1SNg. At first I wasn't too eager to try based on the graphics but,
once I played my first game there was something about this game that draws me back again and again. Its unique, fun and not so
hard to play. I like the concept of using blocks instead of circles for dead zones until the end when the final 10 or so players
enter the circle zone to fight til death. If you like battle royale games and what to try something from the ground up in lieu of
playing PUBG and\/or Fortnite give this one a try. The developers are regularly posting updates on Twitter\/social media.. With
each update the game gets more and more beautiful, love the art style and the new interiors are awesome!. Im in love with this
game.. It has the pacing and feel of fortnite, without the overly complex building elements. The 80s theme keeps it fresh as it
has many mini games and drop events that take place in the world. Folks downloading should understand that this game was in
development for something like 4 months before it got released the day after announcement. It REALLY is in early access, But
you still dont get any lag, or performance issues. Bland textures, but everything else is on point. More features definitely to
come. Those complaining\/giving negativity most likely arent satisfied with things in their life.. Its a free to play game. you cant
go wrong! 8\/10 due to some simple issues, like HUD things, Party menu doesnt update\/you dont stay in the party with your
friend after you win\/die, So sending invites every game can get kind of annoying, but other than that, I really recommend going
back to the rad 80s, man!. As an early F2P game it's hard to find too much worthy of criticism. The gunplay is solid and with
neat changes to the Battle Royal formula I can see myself coming back to play this one as the team at Boss Key continue to work
on it.. Downloaded this and Fortnite today. Love the Battle Royale genre. For day 1 early access and being free this game kicks
major\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Being an 80's kid makes it an extra bit sweeter running around dressed as my favourite
wrestler The Ultimate Warrior. Reminds me of the kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665movie The Running Man. Take a
bow creators 10\/10 Bravo.. It's definitely got a lot of jank, but it's early access after all and that's honestly part of the charm
with these types of games. It's pretty stable, matchmaking times are quick, they've been fixing bugs quickly, and it's certainly
not anywhere near unplayable as some reviews have suggested.
The core gameplay of spawning in, collecting stuff, killing dudes and surviving is definitely solid and very addictive. The setting
is ripe for the picking when it comes to adding fun and campy new settings, weapons, mechanics, and vehicles. Because it's not
restricted by needing to be realistic, it's styled after an 80's gameshow afterall (think Running Man, SmashTV, etc.), the
possibilities for new gameplay are only going to be restricted by the developer's imaginations.
Radical Heights is legitimately fun and it's easy to find yourself requieing for match after match, even after a crushing defeat,
winning is definitely not a prerequisite for enjoying the game! I see lots of potential for the game to grow and improve in fun
and interesting new ways. Hope that they find the support they need to continue developing it into the future.. Check this out
maan. Im a BR fanatic. I have over a thousand hours in h1z1 and have ecperience in fornite as well as PUBG. With that being
said, I would like to take a firm stance and say I think this game is great. Possibly my most fun expereince on a br game. YES
theyre are more bugs than King tuts tomb, YES the announcers voice is probably the worst voice in video game history. BUT if
im willing to invest in a game for 3 years and have nothing to show for it, im willing to give this a try. HERES TO RADICAL
HEIGHTS.
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Despite being EXTREME Early Access, the game holds up pretty well.. The most fun I have had in a bettle royal, hands down.
How is this not bigger than PUBG?!. Ignore early review bombs - look at average play time of negative reviews vs average play
time of positive reviews, tells you all you need to know. Its current rating (mixed) is a travesty of fanboyism.
Game is rough, but gameplay mechanics and loop are extremely fun. It isn't PUBG, it isn't Fortnite - has good elements of both,
but is very different in a very good way.
Optimization still needs to be done, but playing with friends with rigs that range from brand new 1080ti to cards\/cpus that are
2-3 generations behind, everyone was able to play without issue.
Give it a try, and let's all hope the dev works hard on updates, as they have a golden opportunity in front of them.. It's FUN - but
I want more clear bot disclosures. Ever bot should have BOT in the name. BOTty, RoBOT, BOT's Burgers, BOThams.. This is
absolutely moronic, they know that they will not procede with developing the game so they make a DLC for quick money and
then when hit peak they decide to stop and Call the game off, absolutely ridiculous..... Game and studio is shut down. Do not
buy.. The game mechanics are sound, the connection is the issue for this game. I hope it catches on. Also too many bots.......
This is Smash TV battle royale.
For those that are leaving bad reviews because its not optimized....maybe they should realize its an EARLY ACCESS GAME
thats FREE thats in prealpha state. To base your review of the game on performance and optimization is ILLOGICAL for an
early access game, and appropriate on the release of this game. Since the point in playing this game right now is to utilize your
time to provide the devs with data as your playing for them to adjust and optimize the game for all hardware configurations. The
map is unfinished...yes...because why make a polished map and dump $$$ into a game when an audience may not even like the
concept of it. The game is far from finished and in Pre-aplha state. If your expectations are to download this F2P Early access
game that came out yesterday and be a AAA title thats running flawless...or even remotely close to reliable, the issue isnt the
game, its your expectations of the game in its current state.
Educate yourself before actually writing down random words onto a review of a game that for all purposes of a final product is
about 5% along to being actually being a final product. I suggest getting the game and spending about 5 hours really running
around and checking out the concept and where this game could go and offering a productive opinon of your vision. Shouting
the game is not optimized is common \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sense for any early access game and all youre doing is
being that annoying guy at the bar everyone wants to punch in the face. Provide something of value.
The concept of this game is amazing. Lots of promise. It reminds me of Smash TV on the old NES. For those that do not know
that game check it out. The TV show premise is great. The retro-NESS of it all fits perfectly and this in its current state is fun.
Your going to find your typical bugs in the games as far as animations being incomplete to parts of the maps without actual
textures and thats fine. Because its irelevant to the game at its core. This is a battle royal game with a twist with a TV show. If
you enjoy the BR scene then you will have fun with this game.
Good job Boss Key with a new refreshing concept into the BR area. Im really enjoying it and look forward to seeing the game
grow. Paid for this game and now I am finding out they have decided to discontinue any work on it...What a rip! Hopefully
steam can get my money back!
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